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A. IS-S-1-1-E-STERTAINING TO APPELLANT'SASSIGNMENTS OF
ERROR.

I Whether the defendant's convictions should be atfirmed

where, viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to
the State, there is sufficient evidence from which a rational
trier of fact could have found the essential elements of the

char crimes beyond a reasonable doubt,C y

Vhether the trial court properly denied the defendant's
motion to suppress his statements to Pierce County
Sheriffs Department detectives where Officer Klier's stop
of the vehicle in which defendant was riding was lawful,
and whether, the trial court did not abuse its discretion in
denying an evidentiary hearing on the matter where the
only fact in dispute was irrelevant to i proper suppression
analysis.

3, Whether Defendant's exceptional sentence should be
affirmed where, contrary to Defendant's assertions, the trial
court reasons for imposing that exceptional sentence are
uppoiled by the record and the length of that sentence is
not clearly excessive,

4. Whether Defendant has Wled to show ineffective
assistance of counsel where he has failed to show that his

trial counsel's performance was deficient.

5. Whether the trial court correctly determined that the second
degree assault conviction of count V does not merge into
the first degree robbery conviction of count IV and that the
first degree robbery conviction of count 11 and/or IV does
not merge into the first degree felony murder conviction of
count 1.

6- Whethe the trial court correctly detern that (a) the
assault, robbery, and burglary involving Charlene Sanaers,
b) the robbery and burglary involving James Sanders, Sr.,
and (c) the assault and burglary involving James Sanders,
Jr., were not the -same criminal conduct.
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7. Whether the trial court property calculated Defiendarit's
ofscore. and Defndarit'ssentence should be

affirmed where Defendant's convictions are supported by
suffic evidence, none merge, and none are the same
criminal conduct.

B, STATEMENT(N'THECASE.

I . Procedure

On May 4, 21 Joshua Nathan Reese, hereinafter referred to as

the "defendant," was charged by information with first-degree .fielony

murder, first degree robbery, and second degree assault. CP 3-5.

On May 10,' the State filed an amended information, which

charged defendant with first degree murder, two counts of first degree

robbery, two counts of second degree assault, and first degree burglary.

CP 9-11 Al I six counts alleged firearm sentence enhancements the

information l sted Clabon Bemiard, Amanda Knight, and Kiyoshi Fligashi

as co-defendants. CII 9-12,

On January 4, 201 defendant and co-defcndants Knight and

Berniard moved to sever, and the trial court granted those motions,

allowing each defendant to be tried separately. RII 3-50. ;5ee, CP 50-66

On January 7, 2011, the State filed a second amended information

that added al egations of aggravating circumstances to each coumt,'whicb

included that the defendant's conduct during the commission of the

2 - su ffevid-iac-cusent-of - dm



offenses "manifested deliberate cruelty to the victim," that "the offense

involved a high degree ofsophisticat or planning." that the defendant'

prior unscored misdemeanor or foreign criminal history resulted in a

presumptive sentence that was clearly too lenient, and that "the defendant

has coa itnitted multi, e current offenses and the defendant's high o#fnder

score .results in some of the current offenses going unpunished. CP 13:x-

41. ;See RP 51.

Finally, on June 6, 2011. the State filed a corrected second'

amended information, which appears to correct count'', the second degree

assault charge pertaining to Mrs. Sanders, to al lege that the assault was

based, on substantial bodily harm. CP 368 -72, See 144 -45.

On May 23, 2011, the defense attorney filed a notion for a change

of venue based on extensive pro -trial publicity ofthe trials of the co-

defendants. CP 167.277.

The present case was called for trial on .tune 1, 2011. TAP 52.

On that elate, the defense attorney indicated that his client had

decided to waive his right to a jury trial and proceed by way of bench trial.

RP 52 -61: CP 363 -64. Defendant's counsel indicated that lie and his client

had been discussing the waiver for about tivice weeks, and that the

decision to waive, the right to a jury trial was "truly his [clienfs] decision."

suffuuiu inc >exa u- o-Mcare- ceseldde



RP 53. The State indicated that it had just learned of the waiver that day.

RP 53.

The court conducted a Criminal Rule (CrR) 3.5 hex—ing at which

the State called Lt. Todd Karr and Detective John Jimenez, and the court

found that the defendant's statements to these detectives were admissible

at trial'. RP 68-106, CP 445-51. The court subsequently conducted a CrR

3.5 hearing regarding the admissibility of a statement made to Officer

IKlier, and found that statement to be admissible, as well. RP '20-29.

The defendant moved to suppress evidence, including the

statements made by the defendant to the detectives on the theory that they

were precipitated by are unlawful stop, but the court, after a hearing,

denied that motion. RP 106-135; CP 148-64

The State gave its opening statement on June 2, 2011. RP 143-44,

It then called Pierce County Sheriffs Deputy Je• :Le"is Johnson, RP

1145 -59, Deputy Michael S. Rawlins, R - 10 159-73, Charlene Sanders, RP

173-207, C.K., RP 207-20, Forensics investigator Adarn Anderson, RP

221-37, Detective John Jimenez, RP 237-84, Detective Timothy Donlin,

RP 289-99, Kelly Hatch, RP 299-303, Daly City .1- Officer Eddy

Klier, RP 303-26, Larry Lundy, RP 329-34, J.S., RP 336-53, K.M.F., RP

3 )54-58, james Jackson Matter, R 358-72, Forensic Scientist Johan

4-



Schoeman, RP 372-93,1CI -ark M.D., RP 394-423,and Jenna Ford..

RP 428-43,

The State rested on June 7, 201 RP 444-45. The defendant did

not present any testimony or other evidence, See RP 444-47,

T'he parties gave their closing arguments. RP 447 64 (State's

Closing RP 465-88 (Defendant's closing); R1 489-93 (State's rebuttal),

The court found the defendant guilty of first degree murder as

charged in count 1, first degree robbery as charged in count 11, second

degree assault as charged in count 111, first degree robbery as charged in

count IV, second degree assault as charged in count V, and first degree

burglary as charged in count VL RP 497-98. The court also found the

firearm, sentence enhancements and the aggravating circurnstances of (1)

deliberate cruelty, '2) high degree of sophistication and planning, ""'I
k kl

unscared misderneanor history that results in a presumptive sentence that

is clearly too lenient, and (4) the commission of multiple current offenses

and a high offender score that results in some of the current offenses going

unpunished, RP 497-98, RP 567-68, CP '594-608, €i42 -31. See CP 229-4-1.

It therefore sentenced the defendant to an exceptional sentence of 1,200

months in total con on June 28, 20 11. CP 9̀4-608, 64'2 -5

The defendant filed a timely notice of appeal the same day. CP

590.

5- suffevid -iac-excsera-oftees-- doc



2, Facts

n April 28 2010 Charlene Sanders lived in Ede ewood,

Washington, with her husband, James 6 ganders, Sr., and their two

children, C.K., aged 10, and J,S > , aged 14. RP 174, 178. Jim Sanders had

posted an advertisement on "Craigslist" to sell one of Charlene's rings. RP

175-76. When Charlene arrived horse that evening, Jim told her that he

expected someone to come to the residence to purchase the ring, Rte 1754

7.

The couple then began to watch a € ovie with their children, When

the purported buyers arrived at the home. RP 176-77; RP' :209 -10; RP 33,7-

38. Jinn Sanders went to greet them and Charlene staved upstairs with the

kids, RP 177 -78; RP 2€ 9 -10.

Charlene then heard Jinn: call her name, and tell her that the buyers

had some questions about the ring. RP 178; RP 210. When she went .

downstairs, she found Jim talking to the couple in the kitchen. RP 17&

The couple was composed ofKiyoshi Ifigasbi and Amandaght. RP

183. Knight was holding the ring, when Charlene took it from leer,

answered spa €xae questions, and handed it back. RP 17° -81.

Higashi asked Knight, do you want it, and site responded' that she

did. RP 181, Higashi them pulled' out `a wad of cash," and said, how about

dais, before pulling out a gun, and saying, how about this. 1P 182.

Charlene and Jinn told the couple to "lust take it and "lust tale

ever)4hing." RP 181 Higashi and might told them to get down, mad

6- su£'ffwid -iac e s sz. ; =t -n, see re ees 3.du



restrained 'them both with zip ties. RP 1X12. After they were placed on tfle

floor, Charlene heard people rush into 'the houws RP 185.

C,K. and J.S. testified that they continued watching the movie until

two men with guns came in. RP 210; RP 339. Both testi that the faces

of the men were partially covered and that each held pistols. R11 2.141; RP

33 3. Both men had a darker complexion. RP 211; RP 340. They grabbed

the boys by their wrists and "pul led [them] really fast downstairs, RP

21I.The intruders placed the boys on their bellies in the entryway of the

kitchen and had their, place their hands behind their backs, though they did

not secure their hands, RP 212; RP 185-87 RP 340.

The intniders removed the wedding rings from the fingers of both

Charlene and Jim. RP 198-99.

A man began yelling at Charlene, asking her, "where is the safe?"

RP 187; RP 212, Jim and Charlene again told them to take everything. RP

1' 87.

The man told them, "I'll kill yGu;V11 kill them," and Charlene

looked to see where her kids were. R1 187, The intruders then began

repeating the command, "Pacedoxvn," RP 187, and a man identified as

Clabon Berniard kicked Charlene in the head RP 187.

Berniard then continued to demand the location of a safe, and

eventually placed a gun to the back of Charlene's head. RP 187. He began

counting down from three. RP 187-88; R1 212 -13, 218, 344-45, J.S.

testified that Berniard was holding the gun to the back of Charlene's head

7- suMvid-in-cxcnn;-offscorp -Rcescl doc



and that he had "the haminer cocked." RP 344, Charlene believed that

when the man reached the end of the count down. he would shoot. RP 188,

JoS. testified that the man was yelling and referring to his mother as a

bitch." RP 344,

When he reached "one," Charlene told him that they had a safte. RP

188. The man then announced, 4 [flhey have a safe," and asked Charlene

where the other one was. RP 188, Charlene responded that they did not

have another safe. RP 188.

Two of the intruders got Jim up and led hii into the laundry roc'm

by the garage RP 189. Both children also stood up and J.S. followed the

men and his father into the laundry room area. RP 190.

J.S. testified that, as they were walking towards a gun safe, Jim

Sanders broke free of the zip tic and began punching Berniard. RP 345.

During the struggle that ensued, Berniard shot Sanders. RP 346. J.S,

indicated that his father was shot in the car and that a piece of his car flew

off. RP 351. He indicated that, his father fel I unconscious thereafter, RP

351. Charlene heard what she initially believed was two to three, and later

learned was athree, unshots. RP 191, See RP '416. She said she did notLI

hear Jim's voice at all during any of this.

J.S. testified that he then jumped on Berniard's back and tried to

choke him, but that Berniard threw birn off and pistol whipped him. R1

346. Charlene saw one of the intruders, who she described as '*the stockier

guy," bring his arm down on J.S. RP 190, She described the man pistol-
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whipping the boy, testifying that the man was holding a gun, and struck

the boy in the head with the arm that was holding the gun three or four

times. RP 191.

J,S, testified that he suffered "a bunch of contusions and had a

concussion as a result." R-P 347. J.S. suffered a gash in his head and ear,

R 196, RP 21.6, and developed a scar behind his left ear. R-P 347. He

testified that his PlayStation 3, iPod touch, a cell phone, and an iPod

charger were stolen. R-P 349.

Two of the men dragged the unconscious Sanders into the living

room, and then the intruders left through the home's front door. RP 247-

48. J.S. testified that he then slammed that door shut and locked it. RP

348.

Charlene testified that she heard a lot of commotion and then J.S.

began repeating, "they are gone, get up," before going over and locking

the door. Charlene got up and asked the boy, "'Where is dad?" R.P 192. She

found Jim Sanders lying on the living room floor, gasping for air. RP 193.

He was all white, and his car looked like it was all shot off or

something." RP 194,

Charlene called 911 with the zip tie still on her hands. RP 193-94;

RP 217; RP 34& She told her husband to "stay with us," but his eyes were

closed and he was gasping for air. RP 194.

Sheriff s deputies arrived a few minutes later, and Charlene met

them at the door. RP 195. She told them that her husband had been shot
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and they asked her if the intruders had left. 1U- 194. When Charlene told

them she didn't know, they had her and the children wait outside while

they went into the house. R? 195,

Deputies Jerry Johnson and Michael Rawlins were dispatched to

investigate the shooting at 36100 100 Avenue East in Edgewood,rn

Washington at about 9 p rn- RP 146-4 RP 161-62. As he exited his

vehicle, Charlene Sanders came out the front door of the residence, yelling

that her husband had been shot. RP 148 -51. Deputy Johnson saw two little

boys conning through the house, and when he pecked inside, a mman lying

on the floor. RP 148-49.

Charlene Sanders was crying and hysterical, RP IS I < She indicated

that she and her husband had placed -a ring for sell online and that a couple

had come from Chehal is to purchase it. RP 1x51, She indicated that two

people came in the house initially, followed by two more, and that her ring

was taken off her finger by one of them. RP 1' 52. Deputy Jol noticed

that there was a zip tie on her left - wrist. RP 1.52.

Deputy Rawlins arrived at the scene and the deputies had Mrs.

Sanders and her two boys step outside while they searched the residence to

make sure no one was still inside. R-P 152-57, 162-67, After entering,

Deputy Rawlins told Mr. Sanders that they were not leaving him and that

he was safe prior to the deputies clearing the -residence, RP 167 -68. 'No

wie else was found inside the house. RP 152-57, 162-67.
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After the deputies concluded their sweep of the hoine, Deputy

Rawlins returned to Mr. Sanders, R-P 168. Mr. Sanders did no" appear to

be breathing and appeared to have no pulse. RP 169. Rawlins went out to

his car to get a mask to perforin CPR, when the Fire Department arrived.

RP 169-70, Rawlins then assisted Fire Department personnel in attempting

to -revive Sanders, but their efforts were unsuccessful. RP 170, Fire and

rescue personnel pronounced Sanders dead at the scene. RP 170,

A chaplain found Charlene by the garage of their home. RP 196-

97, He told her that her husband, Jim, had died, and she "fell to the

gTound." RP 197,

Charlene testified that she suffered an is jury to the area of her left

temple, which swelled and required her to undergo a CAT scan. RP 198,

Detective John Jimenez and other members of the sheriff s

depa-II.ment homicide team received a page at about 10:35 on the night of

April 28,2-010, and responded to the Sanders residence. RP239,290. He

explained that Charlene had given the Sheriff's Department consent to

process her home for evidence and that he walked di-rough the home to got

an idea as to what occurred there. RP 240, He walked through the upstairs

and noticed the contents of a woman's purse had been dumped out on the

furniture and floor. RP 240. He observed shell casings and blood stainsC,

near the body of Jim Sanders. RP 24 1. An island in the center of the

kitchen had also been knocked out of place. RP 241. There was a plastic

zip tic and a shell casing on the kitchen floor. RP 241.



Detective Jimenez and Lt. Karr interviewed Charlene Sanders that

morning at the Edgewood Police Department, drove her to her parents

house, and returned to the scene. RP 241-43.

Jimenez later observed the autopsy of Jim Sanders, during which

bullets were removed from his body. RP 243-45, Jimenez observed

irliuries to Sanders' head, face, right shoulder, left knee, right buttocks,

right thigh, and left arm, hand, and wrist, RP 244-46. Jimenez described

the head iijiury as a "pattern wound." RP 245. He testified that the

cartilage of Sander's car had been "split open." RP 246.

Detective Jimenez returned to the scene and found hair and blood

spatter stuck to a patterned molding "around the left side of the door

casing" in the living room of the Sanders home. RP 248-49. Jimenez

testified that the pattern of the molding was very similar in style to the

pattern of James Sander's head wound, RP 24&

Charlene's cell phone had been taken during the robbery. RP 252,

T]hrough confidential sources," the Sheriffs Department located the

SIM card that had been in that phone at a house in Kent, Washington. RP

253. The phone itself was later found on an off-ramp along the Valley

Freeway at Exit 272. RP 283-84.

Jenna Ford, who was Kiyoshi Higashi's girlfriend, testified that,, on

April 28, 2010, Higashi left her home in the morning with Amanda

Knight. RP 431. He was dropped off at her residence that night between

10:30 and 1100 p.m. RP 432. Higashi told her what happened that
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evening in EdgeNvood, and then called Knight. RP 432, Knight and the

defendant then returned to the house in a white fjord Crown Victoria, and

Higashi, Knight, and the defendant discussed what happened, what they

were going .(11 do, and tried "to get a story together." RP 43 3, Knight and

I-ligashi then cleaned out the car. RP 433-34, Ford gave them advice Oil

what to get rid of and where to dispose it. RP 434. Higashi spent the night

with Ford at her residence. RP 434. Ford noted that he had two pistols, a

cell phone that was not his, a wallet, and a bunch of receipts in his

possession. R.1 4315, Knight picked up Higashi the next day and Ford did

not see Higashi again until after he was arrested. R.P 436. lie did call her

on April 30, 2010 and told her that lie, was out. of the state. RII 437. Ford

called "Crime Stoppers" on May 1, 20 1.0 and reported everything she

knew. RI' 437.

That same day, Daly City Police Officer Eddy Klier was on patrol

in Daly City, Cal.ifornia, when he noticed a vehicle in which the defendant

was a passenger, traveling without a front license plate affixed to it. RP

303-05, 313. Fle also observed that the defendant was not wearing a

seatbelt. RI'' 305, fie specified that lie noticed that the defendant was not

wearing a seatbelt before he activated his emergency lights to make a stop.

RP 306.

After Officer Klier stopped the vehicle, he noticed that the ftont

passenger dooroperied and the defendant exited the vehicle, RP 306-07-

The officer told the defendant to get back into the vehicle. RII 307, The
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defendant sat back down in the car, but left the door open, with his -feet on

the grotind. RP 307, So, Officer Mier contacted the defendant to insure

that he didn't attempt to flee, and asked him for identification. RP 307.

The defendant did not provide him Nvith any identification. RP 307-08.

Instead, the defendant told the officer that his name was "Nico Hatch." RP

308. A records check indicated that there was no record for the name and

date of birth the defendant provided. RP 308,

Officer McCarthy then arrived to assist. RP 308. The defendant

was wearing a large coat and bulky clothing, and continued to reach into

his en.aistband area with his left hand. RP 308-09. So, the officers had him

step out of the vehicle and performed a pat-down search .1"Or weapons or

identification, RP 308-09, As the defendant stepped out of the vehicle, he

took off his jacket, tossed it onto the right passenger seat, reached into his

left rear pant pocket, and handed something to the rear passenger. RP 309,

The rear passenger then tried to conceal what the defendant had given

him. R_P 309- The officers, concerned that the defendant had passed off a

weapon or narcotics, detained both the defendant, and the rear-seat

passenger, Higashi. RP 309.

This left only Amanda Knight, the driver off"the vehicle, seated

inside; RP 310. Officers had her step out of the vehicle., and got her

consent to search the vehicle, Inside, they found a backpack, which had

been located between Knight's legs on the driver's side floorboard, and a

loaded black .22-caliber revolver with a -red bandana tied around its
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handle, which had been concealed directly under the seat fin s hich the

defendant had been sitting. RP 310-14. Inside the backpack was an empty

box of aiTanunition, a partially-full box of ammunition, and a Concealed

weapons permit in the narne of Amanda Knight, R-P 311 -12.

On May 3, Detectives Jimenez and Karr were notified that a police

officer in Daly City California had stopped a vehicle containing three

people who matched the descriptions of suspects in this case. RP 234, So,

they traveled to ("aliforniaand inteniewred the defendant, who was being

hold in San Matoo County Jail, following his arrests in Daly City. RP255-

58.

During his interviews, the defendant stated that he and his co-

defendant,-, saw an advertisement on Craigslist for a ring, and assumed that

if they= got an expensive ring on Craig's List, obviously they of

something more expensive inside the house." Exhibit 136, 137. The

defendant stated that "the plan was to just go, inside the house and take

everything out of the house." F"xhibit 136; 137, Although he told

detectives that "the plan was for nobody to get hurt,." he indicated that he

and two other co-defendants, came into the home with loaded firearms, and

that all of thern had zip ties to restrain the occupants. Exhibit 136; 137;

The defendant indicated that it would be odd not to expect to encounter

violent resistance from the residents of the home, E'Xhibit 137, p, 854-55.

flee defendant -stated that he and his co-defendants waited until

nighttime because "[w]ho does a house lick during the day?" Exhibit 136,
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Ip. 81 3 - 14, They then drove to the Sanders residence in Knight's Crown

Victoria, and parked on the side of the house. Exhibit 136, P. 813, The

defendant dressed in all-black clothing, Exhibit 136, p. 81 The defendant

and two otherco-defendantsarmed themselves with loaded firearms,

Exhibit 136, p. 824-26, Exhibit 137, p. 847, and all had zip ties to restrain

the occupants of the house, Exhibit 136, p, 820; Exhibit 137, p. 855, The

defendant had a Colt 22-caliber revolver, Berniard a. 80-caliber pistol,

and Higashi, a 9-mm pistol. Exhibit 13116, p. 824-26; Exhibit 137, p. 847;

RP '279.

Bef approaching the residence, Knight and the defendantr:

opened a telephone connection and Knight used a Bluetooth device so that

the defendant could hear what was said between her and the occupants of

the house. Exhibit 136, p. 819 Exhibit 137, p, 848-49a Knight and Higashi

then went to the front door of the residence while the defendant waited in

the car with Berniard. Exhibit 136, p. 812.

According to their plan, the defendant acid Berniard were supposed

to stay in the vehicle until the. defendant heard Knight say the code words

get down" through the Bluellooth device, Exhibit 136, p, 812 819,

When the defendant heard these words, he and Berniard came into the

house and went upstairs, where, according to the plan, they were supposed'

to "find everything expensive," Exhibit 136, p. 814.

When they got upstairs, they observed the Sanders children

watching a movie on television using their "PSI" Elxhibit 136, p. 814 The
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defendant told them to go dowiistairs and Berniard dragged them

downstairs. Exhibit 136, p. X414. The defendant then unhooked the PS311.

I'xhibit 136, P. 814, Re also found Charlene's purse, and stole the cash

from inside. Exhibit 136, p. 814-15. lie then went to the children's room

and stole an iPod and chargers, Exhibit 136,,p< 814,4 7,

The defendant stated that, when he heard gunshots downstairs, he

ran downstairs, 1 136, p. 814, lie saw Jim Sanders, and C.K. sitting

on the floor next to his mother, apparently in shock, and then ran out of

the house -along with his co- defendants. 'Exhibit 136, p> 814, 836.

Detective Jiminez assisted in the search of the vehicle in which the

defendant had been riding Mien stopped. Inside, they found a backpack,

jewelry, a camera, cell phones, electronic equipment, a laptop computer, a

charger that appeared to be for an "iTouch" 'or and "iPad" with the initials

JAS" written on it, and an "iPod." RP 262. x..22- caliber Colt revolver

had also been removed from the vehicle by Daly City police. RP 263.

Inside the backpack was a concealed pistol license in the name of

Arrianda Knight, a box or end flap for a box of1 - fornady.380-caliber

arranunition, two Bluetooth wireless devices for cell phones,

rniscellaineous credit or store cards in various names, and a receipt. RP

264-65 The receipt was generated at a McDonald's restaurant located at

152' and Pacific Highway South In Federal Way, Washington, and dates

stamped April 29, 2010, at 12:21 a.m. RP 265,
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Daly City Police Detective Shawn Begley checked local pave -n

shops and found that Amanda Knight had pawned or sold Jim Sanders'

wedding ring to one of those shops. RP 267, 275. He also located the ring

that .lira Sanders had placed for sale on Craigs list. com at a pawnshop in

San Francisco, RP 279-80.

On May 12, 2010, detectives served a search warrant at the B&I

shopping center in Tacoma, Wasthngton.,RP 269- During the execution

of that warrant, detectives recovered a .380-caliber handgun, holster,

magazine and ammunition that had been sold to James Matter, RP 2']0_71.

That gun had originally been purchased by Amanda Knight. IU 271',

Detective Jiminez also collected store suneillance video from the

B&I, which showed Amanda Knight, Kiyoshi Higashi, and the defendant.

Charlene indicated that her wallet was stolen from her, but

ultimately recovered by police. RP 202. Detectives found Charlene

handers' wallet, including her credit cards and ID, a cell phone, and the

original . jeweler's appraisal for the ring the Sanders were selling in the

bedroom of Jenna Ford. R-l'-I 281 -8'2. The cell phone was idetifified by

J,S.'smother as that stolen from J.S. during the robbery. RP 28;x' -83.

Detective Timothy Donlin was also paged to the murder scene and

then assigned to interview J.S, at Mary Bridge Children's Hospital. RP

291-92, He noted that J.S. was scared, and had bruises on his neck, face,

and arms,, as well as a cut on his left ear— RP 292-93.
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Donlin also showed Charlene a photo montage, which included

Amanda Knight. RP 294 -95. Charlene identified the photo of Knight as a

photo of"one of the intruders to her horse. RP 294 -97.

James Matter, a manager at the "Cartunz" store located at the B&

shopping center in "Tacoma testified th it ors April 29, 2010, Higashi,

Knight, and the defendant came to the store and inquired if he was

interested , n purchasing a weapon. RP 358 -b1, 3 65 , Matter then went to a

vehicle with Higashi and might and purchased a .380- caliber AMT from

them for $ 150. RP 362. Matter testified that they also wanted to sell the

22- caliber revolver to him, but that he did not purchase it. RP 363 --64.

L.amrr Lundy?, who was the manager ofthe ` Caretrn:r_" stare at the

B&I shopping center in Tacorna, testified that Amanda might,

accompanied by k- €igasfsi and a second man sold him a ": €'layStat on _ " Eli'

331 -32. &-e RP 364.

Detective Jiminez later showed Charlene two rings which she

identified as the wedding rings removed from her and her husband during

the robbery. RP 200.,

Washington State Patrol Crime Laboratory Forensic Scientist

Johan Schoe nan examined the .380- caliber AMT handgun :and

determined that it was operable. RP 383. Moreover, he found that the three

spent bullets submitted with that handgun had, in fact, been fired from that

sin. RP 385. Finally, Schoetnanswabbed the gun's grips, slide and

magazine for DNA. R-P 387.
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Dr. Thomas (;lark, M.D., the Pierce County Medical 1=- xaminer,

reviewed th autopsy performed by .Dr: Menchel on the body of Janes

Sanders, Sr, RP 400 -01. Sanders had suffered "[a] laceration that involved

much of the superior aspect of the left" ear with fracturing of the

underlying cartilage of the ear." RP 406, That laceration could €gave been

caused by being struck by a guru. RP 407. Sanders also had braising and an

abrasion in the area of his left car, "parallel linear abrasions" can the left

side of his head, "a pattern injury of repetitive band -life ,area; ofabrasion"

on the top of the head with an underlying hemorrhage, and three € upshot

wounds. I? 407- 1 0. Sanders suffered gunshot wounds to his left knee;

right groin, and the top right back. RP 410 -11. Three bullets lodged in

Sanders' body, one in the area of his left knee, one in his right buttock,

and one in the left side: of his chest. RP 410-1 3. The bullet that lodged in

the chest damaged the right lung, the heart, and great vessels, including

the aorta. RP 413. That ballet caused a fatal wound. RP 417. £_.lark

concluded that Sanders died of multiple gunshot wounds and that the

roan -per of his death was homicide. RP 416 -17.
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C. ARGUMENT.

THE DEFENDANT'S, CONVICTIONS SHOULD

BE AFFIRMED BECAUSE, VIEWINGI
EVIDENCE f\NTHE1 LIGHT MOST FAVORABLE

TO THE STATE, THERE WAS SUFFICIENT
EVIDENCE FROM WHICH A RATIONAL

TOF FACT COULD HAVE FOUND THE

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF THE CHARGED

CRIMES BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT.

In a criminal case, a defendant may challenge the sufficiency of the

evidence before trial, at the end of the State's case in chief, at the end of

all of the evidence, after the verdict, and on appeal. State v. Lopez, 107

I Ifin. App. 270, 276, 2' P.3d 237 (2001). "'In a claim of insufficient

evidence, a revievAng court examines whether 'any rational trier of - fact

could have found the essential elements of the crime beyond a reasonable

doubt,' 'viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the State,"

State P. Brockok 159 Wn.2d 311, 3 P3 59 (2006) (quoting State v.

Green, 94 n.2d 216, 221, 616 P,2d 628 (1980)), Thus, "[s]ufficient

evidence supports a conviction when, viewing it in the light most

favorable to the State, a rational fact finder could find the essential

elements of the crime beyond a reasonable doubt," State v. Cannon, 120

Wn. App. 86, 90, 84 P.3d 283 (2004). "A claim of insufficiency admits the

truth of the State's evidence and all inferences that reasonably can be

drawn therefrom." Id. (quoting State v. JVyers, 133 Wn,2d 26, 37, 941
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P.2d 1102 (1997)}, All reasonable inferences from the evidence must be

drawer in f 'avor of the State and interpreted most strongly against the

defendant. <State v. Salinas, 119 n,2d 192, 201, 829 P.2d 1€ 68 '1992),

Deterz- ainations of credibility are for the fact > finder and are not

reviewable on appeal." Broekob, 159 Wn.2d at 336.

After a bench trial," an appellate court "determine[s] whether

substantial evidence supports the trial court's findings of fact, and its turn

whether the xndIngs support the conclusions of law." State v Stevenson,

128 Wn,2d ' 179, 114 P,3d 699 (2005), Stage v. Hovig; 143 Wn. App. 1. 8!

202 P3d 31,8 (2609).

Substantial evidence is "evidence in sufficient quantum to

persaa,de a fair - minded person of the truth of the declared premises,""

State v. Gibson, 152 Wn. App. 945, 9 -5 1, 219 P 3d 964 (2009); State t

Garvin, 166' Wn.2d 242, 249 207 P.3d 1266 (1.009). Courts "do not

review credibility deternitrations on appeal." Cìbson, 152 Wn. .app, at

951.

W'hen findings of fact are unchallenged, they are verities on

appeal." Slate v..Raers, 146 ' n.2d 55, 61, 43 1 1 ( 200'12) (citing City

of Seattle v. Muldrew, 69 Wn,2d' 1177, 878, 420 P ,2d 702 (1966 )),

Notwithstanding the absence of a challenge to findings of fact," however,

when the sufficiency of the evidence is challenged ' the appellate court
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must still determine whether the unchallenged findings of fact support the

trial courCs conclusions of law." M, (citing State v. Aitken, 79 n. App,

890, 905 P.2d 1-235 (1995)), in fact, in a, challenge. to the sufficiency of the

evidence following a bench trial, when findings of fact are not challenged,

44review is limited to whether the findings of fact support the trial judges

conclusions of law." State v. Munson, 120 Wn. App. 103, 83 P,3d 1057

2)004).

In the present case, the defendant argues that"the trial court

erroneously found that [he] was an accomplice in the... crimes of robbery,

assault, and burglary." Amended Brief of Appellant, p, 20.

IBC` W 9A.08.020 provides in pertinent part:

A person is guilty of a crime if it is committed
by the conduct of another person for which he is legally
accountable.

2) A person is legally accountable for the conduct
of another person when

c) He is an accomplice of such other person in the
commission of the crime,

3) A person is an accomplice of another person in
the commission of a crime if.

a) With knowledge that it will promote or facilitate
the commission of the crime, he

i) solicits, commands, encourages, or requests such
other person to commit it; or

00 aids or agrees to aid such other person in
planning or committing it.

W'Jhere criminal liability is predicated on the accomplice liability

statute, the State is required to prove only the accomplice's general
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knowledge of his coparticiprant's substantive crime," In Re Personal

Restraintqf.Domingo, 1155 Wn.2d 356, '164, 119 P,3d 816 (2005)

quoting State v. Rice, 102 Wn.2d 120, 125, 6831 199 (1984)).

However, "an accomplice need not have specific knowledge of every

element of the crime committed by the principal, provided he has general

knowledge of that specific crime." Domingo, 155 Wn,2d at 365,

Under RCW 9A.08.020(3)(a)(i)-(ii), an accomplice is one wrho,

Mr ith knowledge that it, will promote or - facilitate the commission of the

crime... encourages... or aids' another person in committing a crime." .1d.

In other words, an accomplice associates himself with the venture and

takes some action to help make it successful.'' 1d.

As charged in the present case, the elements of first degree robberyZZ, V

are (1) that the defendant or an accomplice unlawfully took personal

property from the person or in the presence of another, (2) that the

defendant or an accomplice intended to commit theft of the property, (3)

that the taking was against the person's will by the defendant's use or an

accomplice's use or threatened use of immediate force, violence or fear of

injury to that person, (4) that force or fear was used by the defendant or an

accomplice to obtain or retain possession of the property or to prevent or

overcome resistance to the taking, (5) that in the commission of these acts

or in immediate flight therefrom the defendant or an accomplice was
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armed with a deadly weapon, to wit, a handgun, and (6) that any of these

acts occurred in the State of Washington, CP 369; RCW 9.A,.56,190, RCW

9A.56.200(lS'ce WPIC 37,02;,51ate - o. Truong, 168 Wn App, 529,

271 R3d 74,'78 (2012).

In the present case, the court found that cacti of these elements had

been proven with respect to both counts of robbery. See C 632-33, 6318-

40.

Preliminaril in its finding of fact 11, the court found that the,

defendant, Knight, Higashi. and Bemiard "agreed to use a ruse to enter the

house of james Sanders, Sr., restrain him x0h zip ties, assault him with a

firearm, use force and the thi-cat of fbrce to steal the expensive ring that

Mr. Sanders[] had listed for sale on Craigslist, and to take other expensive

items in the house."CP 630. Moreover, in the same - Finding, it found that

the four "planned to commit these c•it.Ties and actively participated in

execution of their plans," CT 630.

In finding that the four co- defendants aided cacti other in plarining

and committing the robberies, under RCW 9A,08.020(3)(a)(ii), the court

concluded in its conclusions of law -IV and V1, that they were accomplices

of the defendant in those crimes. C1 638-40,

Next, in its finding of fact V, the court found that the "defendant

committed the crime of first degree robbery when one of his accomplices
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unlawfully took personal property (a wedding ring) from the person of

Charlene Sanders, that "the defendant intended to commit the theft of the

ataders' property, the taping of Charlene Sander[s' wedding ring was

against her will, and both force and fear were used by defendants̀ .

ac:coMpl ice to obtain the property and overcome Charlene Sanders'

resistance to the taking of her wedding ring." CP 632.

Similarly, in finding of fact VI, it fo €and that the "defendant

committed the crime of first degree robbery when one [of] his accomplices

tinlaww-fully took personal property (a weddin ring's from she person of

lames Sanders. Sr.," that "[t]he defendant intended to commit the the of

the Sanders' property, " that "the ring was taken from his finger against his

will," and that "both force and fear were used by dt,fendant'saccomplice

to obtairi the property and overcome Tames Sanders' resistance to the

taking of his wedding ring" CP 633,

Specifically; the court fend in troth findings of fiict V and 'VI that

Higashi pointed his firearm at Charlene Sanders [and James Sanders,

Sr,]," and that both "Higashi and might ordered [James and] Charlene

Sanders to got do on the kitchen floor, zip tied [their] hands behind

their] back[s], and [James and]', Charlene Sanders' wedding ring[s] w[ere]

forcibly removed from [their] f"inger[s], against [their] will," CP 632
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The court also speciffically found that "Defendant's accomplice,

Higashi, was armed with a firearm during the commission of these zicts.

CP 632 -33 (finding of fact V & VI).

Moreover, it found that these act- occurred in the State of

Washi ngton. CF 630 (finding of'fact Ill).

Thus, the court. fog €nd that each of the six elements offirst - degree

robbery were proven with respect to both counts fI and IV, Cony -uire CP'

632 with Cf' 369, RCW 9A,56.190; R(_1W 9A 56.200(1)(a)(i).

As a result these findings support the court's conclusion of law IV

that the defendant "'is guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of'the crime of

Robbery in the First Degree as charged in €:.'aunt II," and its conclusion of

law V1 that the defendant "is guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of the

crime of Robbery in the First Degree as charged in Count IV, CF 638 -40..

Moreover `s̀ubstantial evidence supports the trial court's findings

of fact" as required by the case law. &e, e,g., Mevenso a, 128 Wn 2d 179.

Specifically, the court's findings that" `one of [the defendant's]

accomplices unlawfully took personal property (a wedding ring) from the

person of [James mid] Charlene Sanders" are supported by Charlene

Sanders' testimony that one of the defendant's accomplices took' the

wedding rings from the fingerstigers of her and her. husband. TAP 198 - 99.
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The courts, findings that. "The defendant intended to com-rait the

theft of the Sanders' property" were supported by the defendant's

statement that he and his codefendants assumed that "if [the Sanders] got

an expensive ring on Craig's List, obviously they got something moret, C;

expensive }reside the houise," and that "the plan was t0just go inside the

house and take everything out of the house." Exhibit 136; 137 1

The court's findings that "the taking of [James and] Charlene

Sander[s'] wedding rino[s] was against [their] will," CP 629, wasC

supported by Charlene Sanders' testimony that the couple's rings were

ripped off
5

their fingers when their hands were bound behind their backs

after a firearm was pointed at them. RP 182-199.

The courts findings that "both -force and fear were used by

defendant's accomplice to obtain the property and overcome [James and]

Charlene Sanders' resistance to the taking of [their] wedding ring[s]," CP

629, were supported by this same testimony as well as by Charlene

Sanders' testimony that Higashi pointed a gun at her and her husband, and

that Higashi and Knight told them to get down, and restrained them with

zip ties, prior to removing their rings. RP 182, 1.98-99, .

The court's - findings that that "Higashi pointed his firearm at

Charlene Sanders, Higast.6 and Knight ordered [lames and] Charlene

Sanders to get down, or the kitchen floor, zip tied [their] hands behind
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their] back[s], and [their] wedding ring[s] [were] forcibly removed from

their] finger[s] against [their] will," CP 629, were supported by

Charlene's testimony that Higashi and Knight did this to them, R-P 182,

198-99.

The court's findings that "Defendant's accomplice, Higashi, was

armed with a firearm during the commission of these acts," CP 629-30, are

supported by Charlene Sanders' testimony that Higashi pulled out a gun,

RP 182 and by the defendant's statement that Higashi was armed with ,a

9-mm pistol during the robbery. Exhibit 136, p. 824-26; Exhibit 137, p.

847; RP 279,

Finally, the court's finding that "these acts occurred in the State of

Washington," CP 627, is supported by, inter alia, Charlene Sanders'

testimony that these events occurred in her home located in the State of

Washington. RP 174,178.

Hence, substantial evidence supports the trial courts findings of

fact with respect to the first degree robbery counts, and those findings in

turn support its conclusions of law that the defendant was guilty of both

counts of first degree robbery. Therefore, there was sufficient evidence to

support his convictions of those counts and those convictions should be

affirtned.
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Although, the defendant argues that there is no evidence of

accomplice liability for the robberies of Charlene or James Sanders

because there was no evidence ofany"discussion or plans to remove/steal

property directly from the persons of anyone inside the house.," Amended

Brief of Appellant, p. 21-25, the record shows otheiiApise. Indeed, there is

nothing to suggest that the defendants ever intended to limit their theft to

property not on the persons of anyone inside the bouse. The defendant

himself stated that their "plan was to just go inside the house and take1

evet:yffiing out of the house," Exhibit 136. 137 (emphasis added). If the

plan was to take everything out of the house, or at least everything

expensive from the house, then it must have included the intent to take

expensive property located on the occupants of that house.

Although the defendant argues that "[flhe defendants had

determined there was only one person, NAr. Sanders, who could thwart

their plan and their preentry plan focused on capturing and disabling only

Mr. Sanders," he cites nothing in the record which supports this

proposition See Amended Brief of Respondent, p. 21, 1-66. Indeed, the

record supports a contrary conclusion. The defendant and two of his co-

defendants carried firearms into the house and all were equipped with zip

ties. If they had expected to meet resistance from only Mr. Sanders, there

would have been no need for each co-defendant to carry zip ties.
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The defendant next argues that there was insufficient evidence to

convict him of second degree assault, Amended Brief of Appellant, p. 25-

Zoo

As charged in the present case, the elements of second degree

assault are (1) that the defendant or an accomplice intentionally (a)

assaulted another and thereby recklessly inflicted substantial bodily harm

or (b) assaulted another with a deadly weapon (2) in the State of

Washin, CIS 368-72; RCW 9A.36,021(1)(a}(O, See WIIIC 35.11

Substantial bodily hare" means bodily injury which
in volves a temporary but substantial divfigureinent, or
which causes a temporary but substantial loss or impairment
of the function of any bodily part or organ, or which causes
a fracture, of amy bodily part.

RCW 9A.04.110(4)(b) (emphasis added).

The presence of bruises on the victim of an assault can constitute

temporary but substantial disfigurement under RCW 9A.04.110(4)(b),

Statev..Asheraft, 71 Wn, App. 444,455-56, 859 P.2d 60 (199' 9; State v.

McKague, 172 Wn.2d 802, 806-07, 262 F d' 1225 (2011) (finding that

facial bruising and swelling lasting several days, ai d... lacerations to

victim's] face., the back of his head, and his arm were severe enough for

the jury to find that, the fi-Juries constituted substantial but ternporary

disfigurement,").
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Vith respect to element (1), the court, in its finding of fact V11,

found that the "defendant committed the crime of assault in the second

degree Veen his accomplice, Clabon Berniard, intentionally kicked

Charlene Sanders in the head which recklessly inflicted substantial bodily

harm while repeatedly demanding the location and combination to the

family safe," CP 633. In this same finding, the court found that "Charlene

Sanders sustained substantial bodily harm to her head when she developed

bruis and' a'karve "goose ev.L!"'i, c , swelling] on her forehead asaresultV5 L

of.Berniard kicking her in the head," CP 634. With respect to element (2),

the court found that "[tjhese acts occurred in the State of Washirigton."

CP 6

Thus, the court fotmcl that each of the elements needed to prove

second degree assault had been proven, and, as a result, its find ings of fact

supported its conclusion of law V11 that the defendant "is guilty beyond a

reasonable doubt of the crime of Assault in the Second Degree 4as to]

Charlene Sanders) as charged in Count V,"CP 640.

Moreover, its findings of fact arc supported by substantial evidence

In the record. Specifically, the court's finding that that the "defendant

committed the crime of assault in the second degree when his accomplice,

Clabon.Berniard, intentionally kicked Charlene Sanders in the head is

supported by the testimony of both Charlene Sanders and J.S. RP 187-88;
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RP 212-13, 218, 344-45, Similarly, the court's finding that the

djeferidant also committed second degree assault when Berniard field a

deadly weapon, a semiautomatic pistol, to Sharlene Sander's head," is

supported by the testimony of both Charlene and J.S. that Berniard held

the gun to the back of Charlene's head. that he had "the harnmer cocked.,"

RP 344, and that Charlene believed that when the roan reached the end of

the count down, he would shoot. R-P 188.

While the defendant questions the court's finding that Berniard was

an accomplice of the defendant, Amended Brief of Appellant, p, 25-29,

this finding, made explicit in the court's finding of fact] 1, CP 630, is also

supported by substantial evidence.

Contrary to Defendant's assertion, the trial, court did not find that

the defendant and his "codefendants intended to use force and threat of

force on4y against Mr. Sanders."Arnerided Briefof,Appellant, p. 27

emphasis added), Rather, the court found that they agreed to "use force

and the threat of force to steal the expensive ring that Mr. Sanders[] had

listed for sale on Craigslist, and to take other expensive iterns in the

house," CP 630. In other words, the court made no fending that the

defendant's intended use of force was limited to Mr. Sanders. See CP 629-

41. Rather, the court found that he intended to use force against anyone
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that got in the way of stealing; the ring and other expensive items in the

house', CP 6X

l'his finding is supported by the defendant's statements that "the

plan was to just gel inside the house and take everything out of the house,

Exhibit 136-, 137, that he and two other co- defendants want into the home

with loaded freairtns, and that all of them had zip ties to restrain the

occupants. Exhibit' 136; 137, Indeed, the defendant indicated that it would

be odd not to expect to encounter violent resistance from the residents of

the home. Exhibit ')7, P. 854 -5e.

Finally, the finding that the defendant; agreed with Berniard to "use

force and the threat of force to steal... expensive items in the house,"

supports the court's finding that the defendant and Berniard were

accomplices in the assault; on Charlene Sanders. Cp 627. "iW]herie

criminal liability is predicated on the accomplice liability statute, the State

i' s required to prove only the accomplice's general. knowledge of his

coparticipant'ssubstantive crime," In ,fie Petsonal Restraint €fDomingo

1 -55 Wm2d 356, 364, 119 P.3d 8,16 (2005 ), and here the State proved that

the defendant had a general knowledge of Berniardss intent to commit

assault. See Elxhibit 136: 137.

Moreover, the defendant, aided Berniard in assaulting Charlene

Sanders by eliminating any resistance to his assault, There were two boys.
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in the house who, until the defendant entered and acted, were undetected

and unrestrained. RP 210R1 Exhibit 136, p. 814. At least one

of them had a cell phone capable of calling for assistance, RP 349, 5ee RP

193-94; R-P 217; RP 348, and either could have done something to disrupt

Berniard's assault of Charlene Sanders. The fact that the de.("61dant

assisted in locating and restraining these boys, CP 635, RP 210-12,1.1 -

185-87, and ultimately stole a cell phone capable of summoning

assistance, RP 349, (:1 631 -32, prevented ether ti interfering or

summoning help. *IFhe defendant thereby aided Berniard in committing the

assault in question with knowledge that such aid would promote or

facilitate that assault. Hence, the defendant was, pursuant to RC

9A.08.020(3)(a)(ii), an accomplice of Berniard,

Thus, substantial evidence supports the trial court's findings of fact

with respect to the second degree assault charged in count V, and these

findings in turn, support the court's conclusions of law number VII that

the defendant "is guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of the crime of Assault

in the Second Degree" against Charlene Smders. CP 640 Therefore, there

is sufficient evidence to support defendant'sconviction of that crime, see,

e,g, State v. Stevenson, 1218 Wn.'zd 179, 114 P-3d 699 (2005), "Vid that

conviction should be affirmed.
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Defendant next argues that there was insufficient evidence to

establish that lie committed the crime of first degree felony murder

because he was not an accomplice to the first degree robbery of James

Sanders. AmendedBrief of Appellant, p. 29.

Here, although the defendw-it again argues that there is no evidence

of accomplice liability for the robberies of Charlene or James Sanders

because there was no evidence of any "discussion or plans to remove/steal

property directly fi the persons of -anyone inside the house," Amended

Brief of Appellant, p, 21-25, 29, the record demonstrate-, otherwise.

There is nothing in thatrecord to suggest that the defendants ever

intended to limit their theft to property which was not located on the

occupants, of the house. The defendant himself stated that their "plan was

to just go inside the house and take everything out of the house." Exhibit

136; 137. If the plan was to take everything out of the house, or at least

everything expensive from the house, then it must have included the intent

to take expensive property on the occupants of that house. Because Mr,

Sanders' wedding ring was presumably or at toast apparently expensive to

the defendants, the theft of that ring by Higashi and/or Knight could not

have exceeded "the 'general intent' of the enterprise," and, as discussed

above, the defendant was an accomplice in the first-degree robbery of
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James Sanders, and his conviction of first-degree felony murder should be

affinned.

Hence, viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the

State, there is sufficient -evidence fromwhich a rational trier of fact could

have found the essential elements of the charged crimes beyond a

reasonable doubt, and the defendant's COTIViCtions of those crimes should

therefore be affirmed.

2. THE TRIALC(_.)URTPROPERLY DENIED THE

DEFENDANT'SMOTION TO SUPPRESS HIS

STATEMENTS TO PIERCE COUNTY SHERIFF'S

DEPARTMENT DETERTIVES BECAUSE 0FICEI

KLll1.R'S STOP OF THE VEHICLE IN WHICH

DEFENDANT WAS RIDING WAS LAWFUL, AND THE
COI T _ REFIONNAJRTDID NOTABUSE ITS DISC 

DENYING AN EVIDENTIARY HEARING ONTHEI
MATTER BECAUSE THE ONLY FACT IN DISPUTE

WAS IRRELEVANT TO A PROPER SUPPIZE'SSION

ANALYSIS,

The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides

that"[fl.heright of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers,

and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be

violated, and no warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause." Article 1,

section 7 of the Washingon State Constitution mandates that "[nlo personI

shall be disturbed in his private affairs, or his home invaded, without

authority of law."
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Illegally obtained evidence is not admissible in court. Mapp v.

I

Ohio, 36"1  S. 643, 82 S. Ct, 2/ 3, 7 L, 11F d, 72 {196 }; State v. Afana, 169

Wn-2d 169, 180, 233 P. 3d 879 (2010).

A warrantless search is unreasonable under both the Fourth

Amendment of the United States Constitution and article1, section 7 of the

Washington State Constitution, unless the search falls witillin one or more

specific exceptions to the warrant requirement.'" State v..Blivs, 153 Wn.

App. 197, 20' ), 222 RM 107 (2009).

One such exception is that anofmay briefly detain _a

vehicle's driver for investigation if the circumstances satisfy the

reasonable suspicion' standard under Terry v. Ohio, 392 U,S. 1, 88 S. Ct.

1 „ 20 L Ed. 2d 889 (1968).” Bliss, 153 Wn. App, at 203-04,

A valid f̀erry investigative stop is permissible if the officer can

Spoint to specific and articulable factsxhich, taken together with rationale

inferences ftom those facts, reasonably warrants the intrusion, "' State t

Snapp, 174 Wn.2d 177, 197, 2:75 JPA)d 289 (2012). "A reasonable,

articulable suspicion rneans that there 'is a substantial possibi that

criminal conduct has occurred or is about to occur."' Shapp, 174 Wn.2d at.

198,"Terty'srationale applies to traffic infractions," Id

In the present case, the def4ndant argues first that the trial court

improperly admitted his statements to detectives because they "were the
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product of [an] illegal stop, seizure and search of the vehicle [in which he

was riding]" and second, that the court erred in failing to conduct an

evidentiary suppression hearing. Amended BriefofAppellant, p, 39, 29-

39. The record demonstrates other- se,

First, although the defendant argues that "Officer Klier's stop was

unlaw he does not explain why this was the case, Amended Brief of

Appellant, p. 29-39. Moreover, the record shows otherwise.

Specifically, the trial court found that

on May 1", 2010, Daly City Police.Officer Kier
observed Amanda Knight's white F'ord C"rown Victoria
driving w0stbound down Geneva Avenue without i front
license plate. He was traveling eastbound down Geneva
Avenue. He made a 1J -tern to follow the vehicle. Ile stated

in his narrative report that upon the initial sighting of the
white Ford he also noted that the front passenger, later
identified as the Defendant, Joshua Reese, was not wearing
his seat belt.

RP 133-34. Bascd on these facts, the court concluded thit "the stop was

property initiated" - for the following reasons.

A California officer may initiatea traffic stop upon
suspicion of a traffic infraction hiving been committed,
And in this situation, in both Washington and California,
motor vehicles are required to have both a front and rear
license plate affixed to the vehicle being operated on a
public noa-dway. The correct California code is section
5202. And in this case, Office Klier was correct in citing
Ms. Knight and her vehicle for violation of the California
code because her vehicle was licensed in Washington, And
eve know from [RCW] 26.16.010 that a front license plate,
as well as a rear license plate, is required to be disp
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So under these circumstances, the officer's belief
was correct that it was a violation of California law

Also the court finds that the seat belt violation that

Officer flier noted at the initial si6tiniz of the white Ford

was and is the independent basis for a traffic stop....
Given that the traffic stop was proper, there is no

basis then to suppress any evidence discovered froth the
traffic stop, nor would there be any taint on any subsequent
statements by Ithe defendant] to the Pierce Cowy Sheriff s
detectives

RP 134-35

The trial court was correct. A California police officer may "stop a

motorist only if the facts and circumstances kn to the officer support at

least a reasonable suspicion that the driver has violated the Vehicle Code

or some other law." People v. Miranda, 17 Cal, App.4th 917, 926, 21 Cal,

Rptn2d 785 (1993) (emphasis in the original).

Tbe California Vehicle Code (CVC) requires all vehicles driven on

the roads of that state to be in compliance with the licensing requirements

of the state in which they are licensed. CVC 5201

Amanda Knight's Ford Crown Victoria motor vehicle was licensed

in Washington. CP 309 -22; RP 11 09.

At the time of the stop, RW 46.16.230 (20113) required that the

Washington State Department of Licensing issue two identical vehicle

license number plates ft)r each vehicle to be displayed as required on the

vehicle. RCW 46 16.240 (201 required that the two license plates issued
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for every vehicle be "attached conspicuously at the front and rear of each

vehicle... in such a: manner that they can be plainly seen and read at all

times," The absence of a license plate on a vehicle was therefore a valid

basis fbra traffic stop.

Thus, when Officer Klier "observed Amanda Knight's white Ford

Crown Victoria driving westbound down Geneva Avenue without a - front

license plate;" R-P 13' ), fie knew of a fact that supported a reasonable

suspicion that Knight had violated the California Vehicle Code, and

properly initiated a traffic stop of that vehicle, See People v. Miranda, 17

Cal, AppAth at 926.

Further, C'S'C 27315 required all persons over that age of 16 to be

restrained by a scatbeft. CVC27and (e). Thus, when Officer

Kiler observed that the defendant "'was not wearing his seat belt,"RP

34, he knew of another fact that supported a reasonable suspicion that

Knialit had violated the California Vehicle Code, and properly initiated a

traffic stop of that vehicle. See People v. Miranda, 17 Cal. AppAth at 926,

Hence, Officer Klier's stop of the defendant was lawful, and the

court properly denied the defendant'smotion to suppress evidence,

including the defendant's statements to Pierce County Sheriffs

Department detectives, Therefore, the adi of those statements was

proper and the defendant's convictions should be affirmed.
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Second, although the defendant argues that the trial court erred in

failing to conduct an evidentiary suppression hearing, Amended - Brief of

Appellant, p. 39, 29-39, the record shows otherwise.

CrR 3,6 goverris motions to suppress evidence in criminal trials

aside from inotions to suppress a defendant's statements, governed by

CrR 3.51," State v. Kipp, 286 P.3d 68, 75 (2012). It provides that "ft]he

coun shall determine whether an evidentiary, hearing is required based

upon the moving papers." CrR 3.6, Thus, "[11he trial court has discretion

whether to take oral testirriony on a motion to suppress. Kipp, 286 P3 at

75. "[A] trial court abuses its discretion if its decision is manifestly

unreasonable or rest's on untenable grounds." Id.

In the present case, the trial court noted that "the procedural and

factual history with regard to what happened [during the traffic stop: inI

Daly City, California, is largely agreed," .10 133. The court went on to

find that

t] here is an issue with regard to [01K 1i er's]
probable cause statement, that is, Officer Klier's probabile
cause statement, as cited by [defense counsel], in which
Oft Klier wrote that [he] noticed [the deiendanfj was
not wearing a seat belt upon conducting the initial traffic
stop, I believe lhosenvo statements b him in his twoY

dtfferent reports can be eavity reconciled in this matter as
being both true and would thereforefind litat there would
not he a needfor an evidenthuy hearing with regard to
any alleged discrepancy between the two statements.
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RP 133-34 (emphasis added). In other words, the court found that Officer

Klier's statements of precisely when he noticed that the defendant was not

wearing a seatbelt, whether it was when he first saw the vehicle or after fie

conipleted his U-turn, were not inconsistent because both could logically

be true. Because this was the only fact in dispute between the parties, the

court therefore concluded that no evidetitiary heariniv was needed.

Such a conclusion is not unreasonable. Before the stop was made,

Officer Klier had a reasonable suspicion to believe (1) that CVC 5202 had

been violated by Knight's failure to attach -a license plate to the front of

her vehicle, and (2) that CVC 27315 had been violated by the defendant

not wearing a seatbelt. Therefore, whether the officer discovered the

defendant not wearing the seatbelt when he first saw the vehicle or when

he turned to -follow the vehicle is irrelevant to the validity of the

subsequent stop. He had reasonable suspicion to stop that vehicle

heto enage ire an evideatian hewing to find anegardless.The decision no-, 
C.

irrelevant fact c innot be considered "manifestly unreasonable" or said to

rest[] on untenable grounds," Kipp, 286 P.3d at 75.

Therefore, the trial court did not abuse its discretion in denying an

evidentiary hearing in this case, and the defendant's convictions should be

affirrned,
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3. DEFENDANT'SEXCEPTIONAL S'ENTE. CE

SHOU1LD E AFFIRMED BE'CAI_ISI _

CONTRARYARY TO DEFENDANT'SASSERTIONS,
THE TRIAL COURT'S REASONS FO

IMPOSING l̀'I AT SENTENCE ARE
SUPPORTED BY THE RECORD AND THE
LENGTH C)F'I'I-IAT SENTENC E IS NOT

CLEARLY EXCESSIVE,

1'he court may impose a sentence outside the standard sent - cc

range for an offense if it finds, considering the purpose of [RC t' 9.94A]

that there are substantial and compelling reasons justifying an exceptional

sentence." RCW9.94;4.535,

The purpose of RC W 9.94A, Fetter .known as the Sentencing

Reform Act (SRA:); RCW9.94A.020, is

to make the criminal justice system accountable to
the pudic by developing a system for the sentencing; of
felony offenders which structures, but does not eliminate,
discretionary decisions affecting; sentences, and to

Ensure that the punishment for a criminal
offense is proportionate; to the seriousness of the offense
and the offender's criminal history;

2) Promote respect for the law by providing
punishment which is jest;

3) Be commensurate with the punish nent imposed
on others committing similar offenses;

4) Protect the public-,:
5) Offer the offender an opportunity to improve

himself or herself;
b) Make frugal use of the state's and local

governments' resources; and
7) Reduce the risk ofreotfendi.ng by offenders in

the community.

I2CW 9094A.010.
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The SR-A- provides "an exclusive list of factors that can support a

sentence above the standard range." RCW9,94A.535(2)(3), Ajthese

are the following-

b)The defendant's prior unscored misdemeanor or
prior unscored foreign criminal history results in a
presumptive sentence. that is clearly too lenient in light of
the purpose of this chapter, as expressed in RCS
9,94A.010.

c) The defendant has committed multiple current
offenses and the defendant's high offender score results in
sorne of the current offenses going unpunished,

RCW9.94A.535(2)(b)-(c).

a) 'J."he defendants conduct during the commission
of the current offense maniested deliberate cruelty to the
victim.

trt) The offense involved a high degree of
sophistication or plarming.

R9,94A.535(3)(a), (m),

The trial court may exercise its discretion to determine the precise

length of the exceptional sentence appropriate. State v. Bluehorse, 159

Wn. App, 410, 434, 248 P3d 53 7 (201 State v. Ritchie, 126 Wr -2

388, 392, 894 P,2d 1, 308 (1995).

A sentence outside the standard sentence range for the offense is

subject to appeal by the defendant or the state. "' RCW9.94A.585(2).

To reverse a sentence which is outside the standard

sentence ransze, the reviewing court must find. (a) Either
that the reasons supplied by the sentencing cotut are not
supported by the record which was before the judge or that
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those reasons do not]ustify a sentence outside the standard
sentence range for that offense; or (b) that the sentence
imposed was clearly excessive or clearly too lenient'.

it..CW9.94A.585(4); Slate v, Tili, 148 Wn.2d 354, 358, 60 Rid 1192

2003).

A 'clearly excessive sentence is one that is cleany unreasonable.,

i.e,, exercised on untenable grounds or for untenable reasons, or an action

that no reasonable person would have taken." State v Bluehoase, 159 Writ

App, 410, 431, 248 P.2d 53 - 7 (2011) (quotingState v. Kolcsnik, '146 Wri,

App. 790, 80 -5, 1921 P.3d 937 (2008) (quoting State v. Ritchie, 126 ' n,2d

388, 393, 894 P >2d 13€ 8 (1995))); State v. Branch, 129 Wn.2d 635 919

P.2d 1.228 (1996). ). "ln order to abuse its discretion in determining, the

length of an exceptional sentence above the standard range, the trial court

must do one of two things: [1] rely on an impermissible reason,.. or [2]

innpose a sentence which is so long that, in light of the record, it shocks

the conscience of the reviewing court." Stateto v. . os. 71 Wn. App. 556,

571-7, 861 P,2d 4173 (1993),

The Washini ,qon Mate Supreme Court has

construed this statute to establish three proms, each with its
own corresponding standard of review,

An appellate court analyzes the appropriateness of an
exceptional sentence by answering the following threb.
questions tinder the indicated standards of review:
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1. Are the reasons given by the sentencing Judge
supported by evidence in the record? As to this, the
standard uf': review is clearly erroneous.

2. Do the reasons ; justify a departure from the
standard ra<ngc? - Flns question is reviewed de novo as a
r£aatter of laaw,

3, is the sentence clearly too excessive or too
Lenient? The standard of review on this last question is
abuse of discretion.

State v. I mv, 154 n.'-)d 85 93, 110 Rid 711171 1 ( 2605).

The practical effect of th[e abuse of discretion] standard is to

guarantee that an appellate court will 'rarely, if ever' overturn an

exceptional sentence because of its length." State v Clinton, 48 Wn. App.

671, 678, 741, P.2d 52 (1987),

Moreover, "not every aggravating factor must be valid to uphold an

exceptional sentence, so long as [the reviewing] court is satisfied that the

trial court would have imposed the sane sentence based on the factors that

are upl-aeld, ".state v. Er el.s`, 1: 56 Wn,2d 538, S39, 131 RM 299 (2006);

State v Poston, 138 Wn. App. 898, 908. 158 P -M 1286 ('2007),

In the present case,, Defendant argues (1) that "the trial court's'.

reasons fir imposing an exceptional sentence are not supported by the

record" and (2) that "the trial court's exceptional sentence of 12 €3t3 anonths

or 100 years was c̀learly excess -vre,'" Amended .Brief of Appellant, p. 39

49. The record demonstrates otherwise,
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First, the defendant argues that the trial court's finding that his

conduct during the commission of the crimes "manifested deliberate

cruelty to the victims" is not supported by the record, Amended Brief of

Appellant, p, 44-45. It is.

The court found that

Defendant's conduct during the commission of the
crimes of first degree murder, first degree robbery
Charlene Sanders), second degree assault (Charlene
Sanders), first degree robbery (Jai Sanders), second
degree assault (James Sanders, Jr.) and first degree burglary
manifested deliberate cruelty to the victims.

Defendant was deliberately cruel to the victirris of
the burglary when he ordered the Sanders' children
downstairs at gun point and then ordered them to lie on the
floor where their parents were being threatened by a gun
while zip tied and helpless on the kitchen floor. Defendant
was deliberately cruel to the victims of the assaults when he
positioned the children on the floor in such a location that
the cl - tildroD could see and hear Berniard threaten to shoot
the children and Charlene Sanders. Defendant was

deliberately cruel when he placed the children in a position
where they listened and watched Bedard bearing, yelling,
and threatening Charlene Sanders with a gun. Defendant
was deliberately cruel to Charlene Sanders and James
Sanders, Sr, when defendant placed the children downstairs
to witness them being beaten and helpless in front of their
minor children during the burglary, the assaults, and the
murder.

C1 635-36,

in its findings of fact and conclusions of law for exceptional

sentence, the court found, with respect to each count, that "the defend-ant's
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conduct during the commission of the current otTense manifested

deliberate cruelty to the victim." CP 643.

Contrary to Defendant's present assertion, these findings are

supported by the record. Specifically, the court's findings were supported

by the testimony of J.S. and CK. that the defendant and Berriiard grabbed

them by their. wrists, "pulled [them - 1 really fast downstairs," placed them

on their bellies in the entryway of the kitchen by their bound parents, and

had them place their hands behind their backs, RI' 212; RP 185-87, RTI

340, Thus, the parents were forced to watch while the intruders threatened

to kill their children, and the children were forced to watch while the

intruders threatened to kill their bound, helpless parents. RP 187, The

children were also forced by the defendant's actions to witness Berniard

kick their mother in the head, and place a gun to the back of her head,

while counting down from three. RP .187-88; RP 212-1.3, 218, 344-45. J.S.

testified that the man was yelling and referring to his mother as a "bitch."

RP 344.

Thus, contrary to Defendant's assertion, the trial court's finding

that his conduct during the commission of the crimes "manifested

deliberate cruelty to the victims" is supported by the record, and his

exceptional sentence should be affirmed.
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Second, the defendant argues that the trial cowrt's finding that the

present offenses "involved a high degree of sophistication and planning

RCIW 9.94 . ) 5 (3)(tn)[)]' " CIP 64' , is not supported by the record.

Amended Brief of Appellant, p. 45-46 The record shows otherwise.

The court knind the presence of this taggravating factor on June 7,

2 €311, C P 643, when it found as follows

Defendant used a high degree of sophistication or
pta €nning when committing these crimes when he and his
accomplices planned to steal expensive items on Craigslist.
1, hey planned to use the internee access on Knight's -and
Higashi's cellular phones to loot: on Craigslist for
expensive items, When they found Janes Sanders' listing
for an expensive diamond ring, they planned for Knight to
pose as a potential buyer of the ring. They planned for
Knight, the only female in the group, to use a track phone
that was difficult to t€ ice to call Jaynes ;Sanders, Sr. and

arrange a meting at the Sanders' residence. Knight, Higashi,
and defendant planned to use a ruse to gain access to the
Sanders' Douse; As pant of the plan, Knight told James
Sanders, Sr., that she warted to buy the ring he had listed
for her mother as a Mother's Day gilt. James Sanders gave
Knight his address so she could come and view the ring;.

The defendant and his accomplices planned that
Knight and Higashi would pose as a couple to gain ent ,
into the Sanders' house while defendant and Bern ard.

remained in the vehicle and waited] "or a prearranged'
signal to enter the .tesidenee. As part of the plan, Knight
gent into the Sander's residence with an open cellular
phone line that allowed defendant to listen for the
prearranged signal. Their plan to use Mete tooth technology
with an open: cellular phone connection was sophisticated
and required a high degree of planning to properly execute.
They planned to wear dark clothing that would make
defendant mid Bert - iiard difficult to see while they waited in
Knigl €t's vehicle for the prearranged signal —the phrase "get
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do - .vn." Thefyj planned for the signal --- "get dowi to be
sent over the blue tooth device to signal defendant and
Bemiard to come into the residence to search for additional

items to steal. They planned for each of the four
to carry zip ties in their pockets to restrain the

homeowners. Bemiard arid defendant planned to wear
masks over the lower part of their faces to reduce the risk
they could later be identified.

RP 639-40.

Contrary to Defendant's present assertion, these findings are

supported by his own stiternents, as well as by the testimony of Charlene

Sanders, C,K-.., and ,1,S. Specifically, the defendant stated that he and his

co- defendant: saw an advertisement on Craigslist for a ring. Exhibit 136;

137. The defendant stated that "the plan was to just go inside the house

and take everything out of the house." Exhibit 136, 137, He it that

he and two other co- defendants canie into the home with loaded firearms,

and that all of them had zip ties to restrain the occupants. Exhibit 136

137,

The defendant stated that he and his co-defendants waited until

nighttime, Exhibit 136, p. 813-14, parked on the side of the house. Exhibit

136,1 , p. 813, and dressed in all-black clothing, Exhibit 136, p, 815—Before

approaching the residence, Knight and the de-fendant opened a telephone

connection and Knight used a Bluetooth device so that the defendant could

hear what was said between her and the occupants of the house. Exhibit
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136, p. 819; Exhibit 137, p, 848-49. Knight and Higashi then went to the

front door of the residence while the defendant waited in the car with

Berniard, Exhibit 136, p. 81?. According to their plan, the defendant and

Berniard *were supposed to stay in the vehicle until the defendant, heard

Knight say the code words "get dowrC through the Bluetooth device..

Exhibit 136, p. 812-14, 819. When the defendant heard these words, he

and Ben - hard came into the house: and went upstairs, where, according to

the plan, they were supposed to "find everything expensive.".Exhibit 136,

p. 814. 'llic children indicated that the defendant and Berniard were

wearing ma -slcs, U, 210; 339.

Thus, the trial court's finding that the present offenses "involved a.

high degree of sophistication and planning," CII 643, is supported by the

record, and the defendant's exceptional sentence should be affirmed,

Third, Defendant argues that the trial court ` "improperly found as a.

basis for the exceptional. sentence that [fie] had eight prior misdemeanor

convictions that were net counted as part of his offender scare, " Amended

Briefof Appellant, p. 46-48. The record shojis otherwise.

First, because it includes certified copies of the judgments and

sentences from, each of these eight conviction. CP 452 -589, 645, the

record supports the court's finding that "[tlhe defendant has, unseored
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adult misdemeanor offenses that include[] 8 rnisdemeanor convictions

over a two year period of time." CP 645,

Second, given that the defendant committed eight offenses within

less than three years of the present offenses, -at least orle ofwhich was

violent in nature, and that none of them would other vise be counted

towards his offender score and standard range, CP 646, this history would

result[] in a presumptive sentence that is clearly too lenient,"RCW

9.94A, 0 10,

Therefore, the exceptional sentence should be affirmed.

Finally, it should be noted that the court found that"Ie'achI I I

aggravating factor Fit found] is an indel-vndcnt and sufficient basis for the

exceptional sentence imposed in this case,"' CP 647. Hence, the trial court

made clear that it would have imposed the same sentence based on just

one factor. Because, "not every aggravating factor must be valid to uphold

an exceptional seDterice,"Ermels, 156 Wri.2d at 5539, and the trial court

here made clear that it would have imposed the same sentence based on

Just one of the factors, even if all but one factor is found to be invalid, the

court's exceptional, sentence should be affinned,

Last, the defendant argues that that the court's 1200-month

exceptional sentence was clearly excessive. Amended Brief of Appellant,

p 48-49,
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In order to abuse its discretion in determining the length of an

exceptional sentence above the standard range, the trial co - t must do one

of two things': [I] rely on an impermissible reason,... or [2'] impose a

sentence which is so long that, in light of the record, it shocks the

conscience of the reviewing court." State va Ross, 7i Wit Appp 5,56, 571

7, 861 P.2d 473 (1993 ). The coact here did neither,

First, as argued above, the court's exceptional sentence relied only

can statutorily - authorized reasons supported by the record., Second, given

that the defendant was found guilty of € ordering a man in his own home

while his wife and two minor children were forced to witch, a 100 - wear

sentence is not "so long that, in light of the record, it shocks the

COTISCienM" Ross, 71 +rn. App. 556,

Therefo the exceptional sentence, was not cleanly excessive and

should be affirmed,

4, DEFENDANT HAS FAILED TO SHOW

INEFFEC'.11VE ASSISTANCE' 01 COUNSEL

IS COUNSEL'S P :RI.C3RM%i.NCE WAS

ICE] ICII;I4T,

Effective assistance ofcounsel is guaranteed by both the tIni ed'

States Constitution amendment VI and Washington Constitution article I,

section'.? (amendment X)." State % Yarbrough, 151 Wn. App'. 66, 89,
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1210 P3d 1029, 1040-41 (2009) State t Johnston, 143 Wn. App, 1, 17

P,3d 1127 (2007). A claim of ineffective assistance of comisel is reviewed

de nova, Yarbrotrgh, 151 Wn. App. at 89.

Washington has adopted the Strickland test to determine whether

a defendant had constitutionally sufficient representation." State tt.

Cie-qfuegos, 144 Wri.2 222, 25 P. 3d 1'1311 ( 200 1) (citing State v.

Bowerman, 115 Wn.2d 794, 808, 802 P,2d 116 (1990)); State j, Tbom as,

109 Wn.'.:,d 222, 74' ) 1 816 (1987). That test requires that the defendant

meet both prongs of a two-prong test. Strickland v. 1-flashington, 466 ti S,

668, 687, 1104 S. Ct, 2052, 80 L. Ed. 2d 674 (1984), See also State v.

McFarland, 127 Wn.2d 322, 334-35, 899 R2d 1251 (1995). "First, the

defendant must show that counsel's performance was deficient" and

s]econd, the defendant must show that the deficient performance

prejudiced the defense." Strickland, 466 U.S, at 687; Cienfuegos, 144

Wn,2d at 226-27. A reviewing court is not required to address both prongs

of the test if the defendant makes an insufficient showing on either prong.

State t llendrickvon, 129 Wri.2 61, 78, 917 P.2d 563, 571 (1996); In Re

Personal Restraint ofRice, 118 Wn,2d 876,889, 828 P.2d 1086 (1992);

State v. Thomas, 109 Wn.2d 222, 225-26, 743 P- 816 (1987). "A failure

to cstablish either element of the test defeats an ineffective assistance of
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counsel claim." Rioffa v. State, 134 Wn, App, 669,693, 142 RM 193

2006).

The first prong "requires showing that counsel made errors so

serious that counsel was not ftinctioning, as the 'counsel' guaranteed the

defendant by the Sixth Amendment." Vrickdand, 466 US, at 687,

S t.pecifically,"[flo establish deficient performance, the defendant must

show that trial counsel's performance fell below an objective standard of

reasonableness." Johnston, 143 AWn. App, at 16, "The reasonableness of

trial counsePs Perfom - ianceis reviewed in light of all the circum. stances of

the case at the time of counsel's conduct." Id.; 51ate v. Garrett, 124 Wn1d

504, 518, 881 P.2d 185 (1994), "Comjvtency of counsel is determined

based upon the entire record below," Vale v Townsend, 142 Wn-2d 838,

15 P.3d 145 (2001) (citing to v. AkFarland, 12 Wn.2d 322, 335, 899

P,2d 1251 (1995) .'Wane- v. Gilmore, 76 Wn.2d 293, 456 I',I/-d 344 (1969).

To Provai I on a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel, the

defendant must overcome a. strong presumption that defense counsel was

effective," Yarbrough, 151 Wn. App, at 90, This presumption includes a

strong presumption "that counsel's conduct constituted sound trial

strategy." Rice, 118 Wn.2d at 888-89. "If trial counsel's conduct can be

characterized as legitimate trial strategy or tactics, it cannot serve as a

basis for a claim that the defendant received ineffective assistance of
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counsel," Yarbrough, 151 Wn, App, at 90 (citing State v. McNeal, 14.5

Wn.2d 352, 362,37 1 280 (2002),Stafe v. Adatmv, 91 Wn.2d 86, 90,

586 P,2d 1168 (1978)),

An ineffective assistance of counsel claim must not be allo to

function as a way to escape rules of waiver and forfeiture and raise issues

not presented at trial, and so the Strickland standard must be applied with

scrupulous care, test °intrusive post-trial inquiry' threaten the integrity of

the very adversary process the right to counsel is meant to serve."

Harrington v. Richter, 131 S. Ct.770, 718, 178 L. Ed. 2d 624 (2011 "It

is 'alt too tempting' to 'second-guess counsel's assistance after conviction

U.S. or adverse sentence."' Id. (Quoting Strickland 466 U at 689). "The

question is whether an attorney's representation amounted to

incompetence under 'prevailing professional norms,' not whether it

deviated from best practices or most common custom," Id. (Quoting

Strickland, 466 U.S. at 690).

This Court "defer[s] to in attorney's strategic decisions to pursue,

or to forego, particular lies of defense when those strategic decisions are

reasonable given the totality of the circumstances." Riofla, 134 Wn. App.

at 693. If reasonable under the circurnstances, trial counsel need not

investigate lines of defense that he has chosen not to employ." 141.
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With respect to the second prong, "[P]rejudice occurs when, but for

the deficient performance, there is a reasonable probability that the

outcome would have differed." Id. "A reasonable probability is a

probability sufficient to undermine confidence in the outcome."

Cienfuegos, 144 Wn.2d at 229.

in the present case, the defense attorney indicated that his client

had decided to waive his right to aJury trial and proceed by way of beech

trial. RP 52-61 CI' 363-64, He went on to state that

in client and I have been discussing it [I,e,, the waiver of
Defendant's right to jury trial] for about three weeks. It's
not a new thing. We have been back and forth by the phone
and in our jail visits.1 have advised him ofjust about every
possible pitfall, good and bad, of waiving the jury,
especially in a case of this magnitude. I amsafivfiied that he
has all the knowle4qe and information and that his
dechvion to do this is; tru4y hiv decivion, with obviously my
counsel, and that it's a knowing, willing, voluntary,
intelligent waiver

RP 53 (emphasis added).

G this record, it is clear that the decision to waive the right to a

jury trial was made by the defendant. There is nothing to suggest that

defense counsel so much as recommended that defendant waive this right,

See RP 52-61. Because there is nothing to attribute this decision to trial

counsel, it cannot be the basis for a chins of deficient performance by

counsel.
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However, even if it were assumed that coiinsel advised the

defendant to waive his right to ajury trial, the decision to do so could be

considered a tactical one for at least two reasons.

First, by trying the case to the judge rather than a jury, the defense

could mipimize the effect ofpre-trial publicity. Indeed, the defense

attorney had earlier filed a motion for change of venue in which he noted

that the prior codefendant trials had "received a huge amount of local,

state, and national news coverage, including coverage on all major

television stations and all major local newspapers," and that "[in]ost of the

stories mention[ed the defendant] byn and either contained bookingZ,

photos or courtroom video of [him] injail clothes." CP 171, 169' -27 .

Comments from readers of the local newspaper'swebsite, included the

following: "[flo the gallows with this Puke," "[h]ang him and all tile rest,"

m]ay you rot in he', I for all eternity," "[p]ut a bullet in this waste of skins

head," and "[w]hy is this maggot still breathing air?? Improve the gene

pool and hang this maggot."CP 172. Moreover, as Defendant now notes,

t]he juries in both of those [prior codefendant] cases had convicted those

defendants as charged." Amended Brief of Appellant, p, 50. In this

context, Defendant, in counsel with his trial attorney, could have decided

t - 0 waive his right to jury trial to avoid the prejudicial effect of such

pretrial publicity and the danger of a potentially - biased jury pool. Hence,
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the decision to waive the right to jury trial can be characterized as a

legitimate trial strategy.

Second, and similarly, the decision towaive the right to a jury trial,

allowed defense counsel to make a complex legal argument during

closing, which he could not have put to a jury. &e RP 465-88.

Hence, even assuming rat guendo that trial counsel' advised the

defendant to waive his right to ajiiry trial, such "conduct can be

characterized as legitimate trial strategy or tactics." Yarbrou 151 Wn.

App. at 90. Therefore, "it cannot serve as a basis for a claim that the

defendant received ineffective assistance of counsel." Id., and Defendant's

conviction should be affirmted,

5. THE TRIAL. COURT CORRECTLY ICITERM .FNI

THAT THE SECOND DEGREE ASSAULT

CONVIC"FION OFCOUNT V DOEIS NOT M11 INTO

THE FIRST DEGREE ROBBERY CONSICTI N OF

J TIV.A:N THAT-IEFRS DEII'GIF,.t-JN

R011111-AY CONVICTION OF COUNT II AND/OR IV

DOES NOT MERGE INTO THE FIRST DEGREE

FELONY MURDER coNvicTION OF CO' NT 1.

The double jeopardy clauses of the United States and Washington

constitutions are the foundation for the merger doctrine." State v.

Parmelee, 108 Wn, App. 711','710, 32 P.3d 1029 (2001).

If, in order to prove a particular degree of a crime, the State must

prove the elements of that crime and also that the defendant committed an
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act that is defined as a separate crime elsewhere in the criminal statutes,

the second crime merges with the first." State v. Zumwalt, 119 Wn. App.

126, 82 P.3d 672 (2003); Parmelee, 108 Wn. App. at 710. Hence, "[flhe

merger doctrine is relevant only when a crime is elevated to a higher

degree by proof of another crime proscribed elsewhere in the criminal

code," Id" ;State v. Saunders, 120 Wn. App. 800, 820-21, 86 P.3d 232

2004).

Where otTenses merge and the defendant is punished only once,

there is no danger of a double jeopardy violation." Parmelee, 108 Wri.

App. at 710.

However, there is "a well' established exception that may operate to

allow two convictions even when they formally appear to be the same

crime wider other tests": such offenses are "separate when there is a

separate injury to 'the person or property of the victim or others, which is

separate and distinct from and not merely incidental to the crime of which

it forms an element."' State i Freeman, 153 Wn,2d 765, 778-79, 108

P.3d 753 (2005) (quoting State v. Frohs, 83 Wn. App, 803, 807, 924 P.2d

384 (1996)).

With respect to the crime of burglary, RCW 9A.52.050, the

burglary anti-merger statute, provides that "[e]very person who, in the

commission of a burglary shall commit any other crime, may be punished
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therefore as well as for the burglary, and may be prosecuted for each crime

separately."

Hence, the burglary anti - merger statute expresses the intent of the

legislature that "any other crime" committed in the commission of a

burglary does not merge with the offense of first-degree burglary when a

defendant is corivictedof both. State v. Sweet, 138 Wn,2d 466, 980 1

1.223 (1999), Indeed, it "gives the sentencing ;edge discretion to punishI

for burglary even where the burglary and wi additional crime

encompasses the same criminal conduct." State v. Bratiford, 95 Wn, App.

935, 950, 978 P.2d _534 (1999). "[A] trial court may, in its discretion,

refuse to apply the burglary ant merge statute based on the facts of the

case before it." State v. Davis, 90 Wn. App. 776, 783-84, 954 P2 325

1998).

Appellate courts "review questions of law such as merger and

double jeopardy de nerve." State v. Zumwalt, 119 Wn. App. 126, 129, 82

1 . 3d 671 (2003), qjT,d st Iib nom. State v. Freeman, 15 1 Wn,2d 765, 108

P.M 753 (2005).

In the present case, the defendant argues that the court erred in

failing to merge two sets of convictions. Amended Brief of Appel lant, p.

52-59,
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First, the defendant argues that the court erred in not merging the

second degree assault conviction ( V into the first degree robbery

conviction of count IV. Amended Brief of Appellant, p. 55 The record

shows otherwise,

Second degree assault is not identical in law to first degree

robbery, State v. Apnwalt, It 9 Wn. App, 126, 132, 82 RM 672 (2

Hence, "[flt is possible to commit first degree robbery without committingZ:11

second degree assault, and vice versa." Zumwalt, 119 Wri• App, at 1.32.

1]f separate acts of force are established, double jeopardy does not

preclude two convictions," Id. Hence, "if there is proof of a second

assault both convictions stand,".U.

Here, the court found that the "defendant committed the crirrie of

first degree robbery when one of his accomplices unlawfully took personal

property (a wedding ring) from the person of Charlene Sanders.' CP 6321

The act of force used to accomplish this robbery occurred when Higashi

pointed a firearm "at Charlene Sanders_ to overcoineany resistance she

may have had to the theft ofher wedding ring." CP 631.5ee CP 370 -71.

liefie second degree assault charged in count V did not occur until.

after this robbery was accomplished when the defendant's "accomplice,

Clabon Berniard, intentionally kicked Charlene Sanders in the head"

ancUor "field a deadly weapon, a semiautomatic pistol, to ("ha
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Sanders' head and counted backward from 13 to I while threatening to kill

her and her lami ly," CP 633, See CP 371

Because, in this case, "separate acts, of force [were] established,

double jeopardy does not preclude two convictions,"Zum;vaft, 1' 19 Wn,

App. at 13- and the second degree assault conviction of count V does not

merge into the first degree robbery conviction of count IV. Therefore, the

trial court did not err in failing to m. erge these convictions, and the

defendant's convictions and sentence should be affirmed,

Second, the defendant argues that the court erred in not merging

the first degree robbery conviction of count 11 and Apr IV into the first

degree felony murder conviction of count 1, Amended Brief of Appellant,

p. 56-59, - ['he record demonstrates otherwise.

Specifically, the court found that "ft Ihe robbery of Charlene

Sanders' ring had been completed when Kiyoshi Higashi shot and killed

James Sanders, Sr,," but that the defendant and Knight, were still stealing

items from the residence at the time of that shooting. CP 635. In other

words, the specific robberies of the rings, charged as counts 11 and IV,

were completed before Lligashi stint .cures Sanders, even though the

uncharged robbery of other items from the Sanders' residence was

ongoing. More important, the force used in the robberies charged as

counts 11 and IV was complete before the force used in shooting Sanders
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came into being, Thus, the incidents of - force used in the robberies charged

in counts 11 and Wwcre an"injiury to 'the person or property of the victim

or others, which [wa]s separate and distinct from" the incident of force

that became the homicide of which the robbery formed an element.

Freeman, 153 Wn.2d at 778-79. As a result, the robbery and murder

offenses are separate and not subject to merger.

It would be different if the fox-cc or fear used to obtain or retain

possession of the rings in counts 11 and IV was one in the same as the

force used to kill James Sanders, If Higashi obtained or retained

possession of the rings by shooting Sanders then the injiury at issue would

be the same for both the robbeq and the murder and the crimes would

merge. Here, however, thelorce used in either sqparalely-charged robbery

is "separate and distinct from and not merely incidental to the [the charged'

felony rnuirder] of which [such robberies] form[] an element."' Freeman,

153 Wn.2d 765, 778-79.

Hence, neither robbery conviction merges with the murder

conviction, and the trial court did not err in failing to merge these

convictions. '17herefore, the defendant's convictions and sentence should

be affin
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6, THE TRIAL COURT CORRECTLY DETERMTNED

THAT (A) THE ASSAULT, ROBBERY, AND
BURGLARY INVOLVING CHARLENE SANDERS, (B)
THE ROB13ERY AND BI. RGI..ARY INVOLVING

JAMES SANDERS, SR., AND (C) THE ASSAULT AND
13URGLARY INVOLVING INVOLfN1G JAMES

SANDERS, JR., WERE NOT THE SAME CRIMINAL
CONDUCT.

RCW9.94A,589 provides in relevant part that

whenever a person is to be sentenced for two or more
current offenses, the sentence range for each current offense
shall be determined by using all. other current and prior
convictions as if they were prior convictions for the purpose
of the offender score: PROVIDED, That ifrite court enters
afinding That some or afl of the current offenses
encompass the same criminal conduct then those current
offenses shall be counted as one crime. Sentences imposed
under this subsection shall be served concurrently.
Consecutive sentences may only be imposed tinder the
exceptional sentence provisions of RCW9,94A,535, ",Vame
criminal conduct, " as used in this subsection, means two
or more crimav that require the same criminal intent, are
committed at the same time andplace, and involve the
same victint.

RCW9.94A.589(1)(a) (emphasis added).

Thus, multiple otffienses are "considered 'the same criminal

conduct' for sentencing purposes if they involved the same criminal intent,

were committed at the same time and place, and involved the same

victim.'%Vate v. Afutch, 171 n,2d 64 , 6, 65 - )-54, 254 P.3d 803 (2011).

Criminal intent is the same for two or more crimes when the

defendant's intent, viewed objectively, does not change from one crime to
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the next, such as when one crime furthers another." State v. Davis, , 90 Wn,

App. 7 781 -82, 954 P.2d 325 (1998), State v .fan awfq, 109 Wn-2d

207, 215, 743 P.2d 1237 (1987).

However, "two crimes cannot be the same criminal conduct if one

involves two victims and the other only involves one.°' avis, 90 Wn,

App. at '1 (Cit'irz ;z M ate r ; Davirhwo, , 56 Wn. ,app. 554, 784 Pa2d 12%

review denie4i, 114 Wn.2d 1017, 791 P,2d 535 (1990)).

Appellate courts "review the t̀rial court's determination of what

constitutes the same criminal conduct... [for] abase of discretion or

misapplication of the law." State v. r'1`1 tch, 171 Wn.2d 646,254 P.3d 803

20 1,) t{ uotintZ tote vo . Tili, 1 Wn,2d 107, 122, 985 ,2d 165 (1999)

quoling State v> Walden, 69 Wn, App, 183, 188, 847 P.2d 950 (1993))).

In the present case, the defendant first argues that the second

degree assault, first degree robbery, and first degree burglary involving

Chalene Sanders, charged as counts V, IV, and V1 respectively, were the

same criminal conduct. Punended Brier' of" Appellant, p. 59 - 62. The record'

snows otherwise.

While these three offenses were cormnitted at the same tirne and

place, in the Sanders' residence, the criminal 'intent changed from the

burglary and robber) to the assault, and the burglary involved a different

victim than the robbery and the assault.d
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Specifically, in the first degree burglary charged as count VI, the

defendant and his codefendants "entered the Sanders' residence with the

intent to steal the Sanders' property from inside the residence." CP 632.

During the first degree robbery charged as count IV, "the defendant

intended to commit the theft of the Sanders' property, the taking of

Charlene Sander[s] wedding ring," CP 632. However, Bemiard only

kicked Charlene Sanders in the head, thereby assaulting her, after she

looked to see where her children were, and after the intruders began

repeating the command, 'Tacedo RP 1,87, It may therefore be inferred

from such evidence that the intent of this assault was not to obtain

property from the person of Charlene Sanders, but to prevent her from

later identifying Bemiard, whom she had not seen previously, &e RP 173-

87, Hence, "the defendant's intent, viewed objectively," did change from

the burglary and robbery to the assault, and thus, the criminal intent

not the same for the assault as it was for the burglary and robbery,

Therefore, urider Duviv, 90 Wn. App. at 781-82, and RC W

9.94A.589(l)(a), the second degree assault charged as count V was not the

same criminal conduct as the first degree robbery charged as count IV or

the first degree burglary charged as count VI.

Moreover, although the defendant's intent from the burglary to the

robbery may be considered largely unchanged, the victims of these two
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crimes were not the same. As the defendant admits, the victim of the

burglary was the entire Sanders family, Amended Brief of Appellant, p.

59, CP 6") 1-32, but the victim of the robbery charged as count IV was

Charlene Sanders individually, CP 632. Similarly, while the victim of the

burglary was the entire Sanders family, the victim of the second degree

assault charged as count V was Charlene Sanders only, Because two

crimes cannot be the same criminal conduct if one involves multiple

victims and the other only involves one, Davis, 90 Wn. App, at 782, the

burglary charged as count VI cinnot be the same criminal conduct as the

robbery charged as count IV or the assault charged as count V,

Therefore, the second degree assault, first degree robbery, and first

degree burglary involving Chalene Sanders, charged as counts V, IV, and

VI respectively, were not the same criminal conduct under RC W

9.94A.589(l)(a), and the trial court did not err in sentencing them

separately.

Second, the defendant argues that the trial court erred in not

finding that the robbery and burglary involving James Sanders, Sr.,

charged as counts 11 and VI respectively, were the same criminal conduct.

Aniended Brief ofAppellant, p. 59-62. Again, the record demonstrates

otherwise,
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As the defendant admits, the victim of the burglary was the entire

Sanders family, Amended Brief of Appellant, p. 59, CP 6*111-32, but the

victim of the robbery charged as count II was Jarnes Sanders, Sr.

Iindividually. CP 6 Because two crimes cannot be the same criminal

conduct if one involves multiple victims and the other only involves one,

Davis, 90 Wr. App. at 782 the burglary charged as count VI cannot be the

same criminal conduct as the robbery charged as count 11.

Therefore, the trial court did not err in sentencing these crimes

separately, and the defendant's convictions and sentence should be

affirmed,

Finally, the defendant argues that the trial court erred in not finding

that the assault and burglary involving James Sanders, Jr., charged as

counts III and VI respectively, were the same criminal conduct.. Amended

Brief of Appellant, p. 59 -62. This contention runs counter to the record.

Again, as the defendant admits, the victin, of the burplary was theU, -

entire Sanders family, Amended Brief of Appellant, p. 59, CI' 631-32, but

the victim of the assault charged as count III was James Sanders, Jr.

individually. (' 633, Because two crimes cannot be the same criminal

conduct if one involves multiple victims and the other only involves one,

Dav&, 90 Wn. App. at 782 the burglary charged as count VI cannot be the

same criminal conduct as the assault charged as count 111.
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Therefore, the trial court did not err in sentencing these crimes

separately, and the defendant'sconvictions and sentence should be

affirmed,

1

7. THE 'I COURT PROPERLY CALCULATED

DEFENDANT'SOFFENDER SCORE AND

DEFENDANT'S SETT NCE SHOULD BE AFFIRMED

BECAUSE DEFENDANT'SCONVic ARE

SUPPORTED BY SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE, NONE
MERG NONE ARETIJE SAME CRIINTINAL
CONDUCT.

The defendant argues that, because "assuming the sufficiency of

the evidence for the convictions,, nw convictions merge and,/or court

as sane criminal conduct, [his] of score must be -recalculated."

Airiended Brief of Appellant, p. 65.

However, as demonstrated in sin's- sections 1, 5, and 6of the

argument section of this brief, each of the defendant's convictions were

supported by sufficient evidence, none merge, and none are the same

edmInal conduct.

Therel the trial court did not err in its calculation of

Defendant's offender score, or its sentencing of these crimes, and the

defend rot's sentence should be affirmed.
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D. CONCLUSION.

The defendant's convictions should be affirmed because, viewing

the evidence in the light. most favorable to the State, there is silfficient

evidence from which a rational trier of fact could have 1"ound the essential

elements of each of the charged crimes beyond a reasonable doubt.

The trial court properly denied the defendant's motion to suppressproperly

his statements to Pierce County Sheriff's Department detectives, because.

Officer Klier's stop of the vehicle in which defendant was riding was

lawful. Moreover, the trial court did not abuse its discretion in denying an

evidentiary hearing of the matter because the only fact in dispute was

irrelevant to a proper suppression analysis.

Defendant's exceptional sentence should be affirmed because,

contrary to Defendant's assertion the trial courCs reasons for imposing

that exceptional sentence are supported by the record and the length of that

sentence is not clearly excessive.

Defendant has failed to show ineffective assistance of counsel

because he has failed to show that his trial counsel's performance was

deficient.

The trial court correctly determined that the second degree assault

conviction of count V does not merge into the first degree robberyr15

conviction of count IV and that the first degree robbery conviction of

count 11 andlor IV does not merge into the first degree felony murkier

conviction of count I.
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Finally, the trial court correctly determined that (a) the assault,

robbery, and burglary involving Charlene Sanders, (b) the robbery and

burglary involving Jarnes Sanders, Sr., and (c) the assault and burglary

involving James Sanders, Jr., were not the same criminal conduct.

Therefore, the defendant's convictions and sentence should be

affirmed,

DAT-I"'D: November 14,2012—

MARK UN-DQUIST
Pierce County
Prosecuting Attorney

BRJANN WASANKA-RJ

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
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